SANTO DOMINGO
FULL DAY EXCURSION / TRANSFER FROM PUJ/BAY/LRM
The perfect excursion for lovers of NATIONAL CULTURE

We leave first thing in the morning from the hotel, in comfortable and modern buses
accompanied by an expert guide. This extraordinary tour has the visit to the places of
greatest tourist interest of the modern and colonial city, such as: panoramic visit to the
modern city to the Colon Lighthouse where we will take photos; the Malecón de Santo
Domingo, The Plaza de la Cultura, Presidential Palace of Santo Domingo The Avenue of the
port, until you reach the Colonial Zone where the walk begins in the Alcazar de Colon.
We visited La Real Audiencia, Palacio de Capitanes, Gobernadores y Generales, Capilla de los
Remedios and the National Pantheon. Undoubtedly, a tour full of history and culture about
our roots. Walk along Las Damas Street to La Fortaleza Ozama, photo stop at La Fortaleza
Ozama, Visit to the Cathedral, stop at Parque Colón for photos (10 minutes), then Lunch in
the same Colonial Zone (BUCHE PERICO Restaurant), located in front of one of the most
emblematic monuments in Colonial history. After lunch we went shopping to buy Dominican
souvenirs and set off walking back to the bus. We finally moved to the Hotels.
Timing:
07:30 Departure from Punta Cana hotels.
09:15 Technical stop Gina Bambu.
10:30 Panoramic view of the Columbus Lighthouse.
Stop for photos and explanation of the story. Visit
to the Alcazar of Columbus. Walk along The Ladies
Street. Visit to The First Cathedral of America.
13:00 Lunch at Buche Perico with a drink included
14:00 Free time for shopping.
15:00 Panoramic View Modern City.
15:30 Departure to Punta Cana hotels.
17:45 Arrival at the Hotels.

Notes: Lunch with drink, transfer on air-conditioned buses,
entrances to museums and parks included. Accompaniment with
certified guides

